United Kingdom Miniature American Shepherd Club

Agility Points League
Rules
1. The league is open to members of UKMASC and their pure bred Miniature American
Shepherds or Miniature Australian Shepherds only.
2. All heights of dog compete in the league against each other.
3. The league runs from 1st January to 31st December inclusive.
4. The league is divided into two parts and dogs may enter both leagues.
A league for Kennel Club Shows:
The Kennel Club Shows league is divided into Grades 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and Veterans.
Certificates will be awarded to the winner of each Grade and a prize to the overall
winner.
The dog remains in the Grade that they start the year at, for the duration of the points
year.
A league for Other Shows:
The Other Shows league (e.g. BAA, UKA, Unaffiliated Shows) will combine Grades,
with Certificates being awarded to the top three dogs.
Events you can claim points from

Events you can't

All shows including KC Open or Limited,
and Unaffiliated shows such as UKA,
EMDAC, ABAA. The show schedule must be
available for all to enter, if they so wish.

Invitational events (including finals,) league
matches, single-breed-only events and
inter-club shows.

The Administrator reserves the right to decide if the show is eligible.

5. When claiming points, state the show, date and class.
6. Points must be submitted within one calendar month of the date of the show . Final
points for the previous year must be submitted by 31 st January.
7. Email your points to info@ukmasc.com
8. It is the member’s responsibility to claim their points and to inform the Administrator of
any errors that require adjustment.
9. As points belong to the dog, points can still be gained if the dog is run by another
handler.
10. Points may be gained by dogs aged 18 calendar months or over on the date of the show.
11. 'Veteran dogs' are those aged nine years or over at the start of the league year. (Jan 1 st)
Only Veteran dogs may claim points from Veteran, Allsorts or Anysize classes.
12. 'Beginner Dogs' are those who compete at their first ever eligible event (as above)
during the league year. The trophy for best Beginner Dog is awarded to the best
overall Beginner in either division. Points will not be accumulated by individual dogs
for both divisions.

Classes you can claim points from

Classes you can't

all regular ‘singles’ Agility, Jumping and
Games classes

Multi-dog or multi-handler events such as
teams, trios, pairs or brace.

Special 'singles' classes such as Helter
Skelter, Gamblers, TFO, Steeplechase-style
jumping.

Circular Knockouts, final rounds, invitational
events or pay on the day.
Veterans, Anysize or Allsorts classes
UNLESS the dog is listed as a Veteran for the
league.

KC Championship qualifying rounds

… but not the Championship final.

the UKA Masters combined result

… but not the individual rounds.

Points can be claimed if a placed rosette is
presented by the show, otherwise Clear
round points must be claimed.
Clear round points can be claimed for clear
rounds within the course time, even if no
clear round rosette is awarded by the show.
Points cannot be claimed from NFC runs, or
runs using toys in classes such as Nursery, or
when opting to run a non-Veteran dog at a
lower/preferred height.
The Administrator reserves the right to decide if the class is eligible.

POINTS
Place

Agility classes

Jumping classes

1st

20

15

2nd

19

14

3rd

18

13

4th

17

12

5th

16

11

6th

15

10

7th

14

9

8th

13

8

8th

12

7

10th

11

6

Clear round

2

1

